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February 9, 2022 

 

Oregon State Legislature 

Senate Committee on Business & Labor 

 

Senator Kathleen Taylor, Chair 

Senator Tim Knopp, Vice-Chair 

Senator Kate Lieber 

Senator Bill Hansell 

Senator Kayse Jama 

 

Re:  Responses to questions from public hearing on SB 1549 

 

Chair Taylor, Vice-Chair Knopp, and members of the committee, 

 

The Oregon Health Care Association was asked to follow up in writing with the committee on a couple of 

key questions about the substance and implementation of SB 1549 with the -2 amendment. 

 

Please do not hesitate to reach out with additional questions or comments. Thank you! 

 

1) How would the rate-setting process work under SB 1549? 
 

Implementation Timeline 

With the -2 amendment, temporary staffing agencies will not be subject to any new regulation, 

licensure or quality standards, or rate mechanism until July 1, 2023. This means staffing 

agencies, long term care providers, hospitals and other providers will continue to operate in the 

existing market, charging and paying unrestricted rates for temporary staff.  

 

Rate-Setting 

SB 1549 does not set rates or caps on health care personnel wages. The bill is structured to only 

establish reasonable regulation between providers and staffing agencies themselves. It requires 

http://www.ohca.com/


OHA to adopt rules to establish annual maximum rates a temporary staffing agency may charge 

to or receive from an entity they contract with. The bill provides broad authority to OHA to 

determine what criteria and process will be used to set the rate to provide sufficient flexibility in 

implementation and establishing reasonable rates.   

 

The bill requires OHA to consider at least the following factors when setting an annual rate: 

• Industry standard personnel hourly wages (this could include average market 
wages outside of the State of Oregon) 

• Relevant geographic factors (this addresses if different rates may be appropriate 
for urban vs. rural communities). 

• Personnel education, qualification, and settings (this allows OHA to address the 
need for different rates for different kinds of licensed and unlicensed personnel). 

 

Maximum Rate Waiver Process 

SB 1549 requires the OHA to establish criteria under which a temporary staffing agency may 

apply to use a rate higher than the rates established by the authority. This provides an 

important relief valve in times of crisis that can be easily accessed. Other states have used a 

waiver of maximum rates during the COVID-19 pandemic. Here is an example of Minnesota’s 

waiver application form and requirements, which allows its Department of Human Services to 

set new maximum charge amounts on a case by case basis and must be consistent with the 

COVID Emergency Response.  The waiver process also requires that the higher charges are being 

paid to the employee.   

 

Oregon’s waiver law would be similar based on a process determined by OHA in rulemaking.  

This will allow staffing agencies to demonstrate the need for higher pricing to secure staff in 

times of acute workforce shortages such as the pandemic.  It will also ensure accountability that 

the higher rates are going to the health care personnel.  

 

2) What has the experience in other state’s been with temporary staffing agencies 
operating under a similar regulatory mechanism? 

 

SB 1549-2 is modeled after Minnesota and Massachusetts laws that have proven to be 
fair and effective. Both states have had both licensing and pricing regulations in place 
for several years. We are not aware that either state has experienced severe supply-side 
loss nor challenges due to these regulations. 
 
In addition to existing states, this year, more than a dozen states around the country are 
considering legislation to establish regulations of temporary staffing agencies because of 

https://mn.gov/dhs/assets/COVID-NF-waiver-application-form-SNSA-caps_tcm1053-433456.pdf


experiences during the pandemic.  The American Hospital Association and American 
Health Care Association sent a joint letter imploring the Federal government to 
investigate staffing agencies for price gouging practices, and the Congress held 
hearings on this issue recently in response to a bipartisan letter signed by more than 
200 members of Congress.  
 
Minnesota: A supplemental nursing services agency must not bill or receive payments 
from a nursing home at a rate higher than 150 percent of the sum of the weighted 
average wage rate, plus a factor determined to incorporate payroll taxes. The maximum 
rate must include all charges for administrative fees, contract fees, or other special 
charges in addition to the hourly rates for the temporary nursing pool personnel 
supplied to a nursing home. Read Minnesota’s rate statute here.   
 

 

Massachusetts: Massachusetts’ law sets a maximum agency price for a service provided 
to a nursing facility or hospital based on several factors. Read detail on MA’s rate 
provisions here. 

 

 

 

 
 

https://www.ahcancal.org/News-and-Communications/Fact-Sheets/Letters/AHA-AHCA-Letter-Staffing-Agencies.pdf
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/144A.74
https://www.mass.gov/doc/101-cmr-345-rates-for-temporary-nursing-services/download


 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 


